84           THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
Q. Why have some persons a head for mathematics^
while others are unable even to add correctly ? Why do
some persons understand and appreciate music, whils
others do not know one tune from another ?
Ans. In the mental body there are certain striations.
which divide it into irregular segments, each corresponding
to a certain department of the physical brain, so that
each type of thought has to function through its duly
assigned portion. The mental body of the ordinary man-
being not fully developed, a great many of the special
departments in him are not yet .in activity, and any
attempt at thought belonging to those departments has to
travel round through4 some inappropriate channel which
happens to be fully open. The result is that his thought
on these subjects is clumsy and uncomprehending.
From a study of the colours and striations in a
man's mental body, the clairvoyant can perceive his
character and the progress he has made in his present life.
From similar features of the causal body he can see what
progress the ego has made since its original formation
during individualisation.
Q. What is the function of the astral body ?
Ans. Built of the matter of the seven substates of the-
astral world, this is the body of man's Kamic conscious-
ness, the seat of all animal desires, the centre of the senses
where all sensory impressions become sensations, the
vehicle of passion and inferior emotion in man. In size
and shape it is like the two higher bodies, the mental and
the causal, just described. Every one is constantly working
through the astral body, but few work in it separate from;
the physical. In an undeveloped person this body presents'
a very inchoate appearance with its outline undefined and
its material dull, coarse and ill-arranged, resembling a

